TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
with a strange device Excelsior; of which the dictionary says:
"Excelsior, U.S. soft shavings of wood for stuffing"—(Is that
what the youth was trying to sell, up there in the Alpine village ?)
Jennie and I had had enough. We were not quite sure how
long it might be before Orlando wore through his lacquer of good
manners. "Darling, we must be off. Heavenly tea. See you
soon. Bless you.'.' An example of the dire way we all say "Bless
you" nowadays, without meaning a thing,- simply because it makes
a good ending to any bogus or embarrassing occasion. "Go to
heD." would be a much better ending: "Darling, we must be off,
heavenly tea, see you soon, go to hell." Equally bogus, for
naturally we do not really wish diem to hell, but at least it does not
destroy a lovely wish by making it commonplace.
Sylvia looked infinitely relieved;   I was prepared for that by
now.   She protested, of course, and of course we continued to
show the greatest reluctance to tear ourselves away; nevertheless
we went on tearing.   I thought she was seeing us out. . . but in the
haft she changed into Felicia:   "You're not going already?   I
haven't seen anything of you!"
"No, haven't you, but we must."
"Won't you have a drink first 2  Just one for the road e"
But one has one's pride, even in a bewildered dream; and thank
goodness, Orlando had already de-materialized out into the Suffolk
twilight.
"No thanks, really.   There wouldn't be time—"
"I'm awfully sorry", Jennie interrupted me,  being  madly
inconvenient;   "before we start I must just..."
"Yes, perhaps you'd better." For we had no Famille Rose vase
handy, Jennie and I.
"Upstairs and first door on the left/' I had spent a pleasant
week-end once in this house. But by now Felicia had vanished
again (or perhaps she had never really been in the hall and I had
imagined her), and Sylvia had reappeared with a cry of dismay at
my directions: "No, Jennie darling, fait... I mean, you needn't
go up there, there's one down here . . . All those stairs", a little
incoherently, for Jennie w;as young and limber, and had already
capered halfway to the landing before Sylvia's voice brought her
down again.
Lionel joined Sylvia for the seeing-off, which was so perceptibly
nearer to their heart's desire than our arrival that we could not
even be hurt or jealous, only amazed that our going should awake
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